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 We are fascinated by the question of what sort of guy from the ghetto without startup capital
and no credit -- nothing but the words out of his mouth area -- comes not merely to have a
steady of sexy females who consider him "their man," but to drive a Rolls, sport diamonds, and
wear custom suits and alligator sneakers from Italy. The pimp has reached nearly mythical
status.The names change, however the game remains the same. His secret would be to stick to
the "unwritten rules of the game" -- a set of regulations handed down orally from old, wiser
macks -- which provide him superhuman powers of elegance, emotional manipulation, and
persuasion. In Pimpology, star of the documentaries Pimps Up, Ho's Down and American Pimp
and Annual Players Ball Mack of the Year winner Ken Ivy pulls a square's coating on the
unwritten guidelines that took him from the ghetto streets to the executive suites. Ken's lessons
will serve any person in virtually any interaction: Whether at work, in human relationships, or
among friends, somebody's got to become on best. If you want the amount of money, power, and
respect you imagine, you can't just "pimp your ride," you have to pimp your whole life. To be the
one with the higher hand, you've got to have good video game, and good video game starts with
knowing the rules. And unless you've seen Ray Charles leading Stevie Wonder somewhere, you
will need Ken's guidelines to do it. Then you can be the boss with the hot sauce who gets it all
like Monty Hall. They'll touch base and touch you prefer AT&T and bring good stuff to life like
GE.
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This book is amazing I swear it’s life changing #theformula716 YouTube Buffalo ny everything
lit ??????????????????? get your cash ho! I have always been thinking about Brent Owens documentaries,
thus when I heard about this book We knew I had to read it! This book presents insight in to the
mindset of pimps and why some women are drawn to them. Great book Great book in
psychology and capitalism Five Stars Fast shipping and just as described! Big Pimping.! Great
Read! Thanks Amazon Thank you, I am pleased with my purchase ! You shouldn't be victims of
the game. Don't be victims of the overall game. Pimpin Ken provides given us his views on how
game is usually to be played.! Lots of leadership lessons.! I recommend this to anyone who
works with exploited women (to comprehend the mindset), in addition to those who know
someone happens to be going through something like this. Thoughtfulness: The driver was very
thoughtful of placing my bundle inside my door.Very educational and entertaining.! Lol Hilarious
Nice ! Very educational and entertaining. This is a great read.!Great insight right into a top secret
world! The chapters are short and to the point, that's what held me reading to the end of this
reserve.!!You better get you some of this game! Big Pimping. This book changed my entire life
and it can change yours too! One Star Trash Pimpin Ken is a road hero Thanks a lot Pimpin Ken
for helping me adapt a strong pimp hand that will help keeping these trifling ho’s in line and
walking that track for these duckets.! Plenty of leadership lessons This is a great read. I use alot
of the information in this publication before I obtain my day began to prepare me for the items I
may be up against for that particular day. Chapters are brief and to the stage. As I love to say "Be
short, be excellent, be gone". When you're learning the game and learning how exactly to
manage your people, you should know your kryptonite, and accept no excuses from your own
people. This actually captures those ideas, and provides you the tools you should be effective in
the overall game, and keep pimpin even though it ain't easy. Four Stars Not totally sure however.
Just first got it. What I've read appears interesting.
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